Neuronal spike activity was recorded in the medial prefrontal cortex (mPFC) as rats performed an 24 operant spatial delayed alternation task. The sensitivities of neurons to choice-, outcome-, and 25 temporal-related aspects of the task were examined. About one-third of neurons were sensitive to the 26 location of delayed responding while animals were at one of two spatially distinct response ports. 27
ABSTRACT 23
Neuronal spike activity was recorded in the medial prefrontal cortex (mPFC) as rats performed an 24 operant spatial delayed alternation task. The sensitivities of neurons to choice-, outcome-, and 25 temporal-related aspects of the task were examined. About one-third of neurons were sensitive to the 26 location of delayed responding while animals were at one of two spatially distinct response ports. 27
However, many fewer neurons (<10%) maintained choice information over the delay, each exhibiting 28 persistent differences in firing rates for only a portion of the delay. Another third of cells encoded 29 information about behavioral outcomes and some of these neurons (>20% of all cells) fired at distinct 30 rates in advance of correct and incorrect responses (i.e., prospective encoding of outcome). Other cells 31
were sensitive to reward-related feedback stimuli (>20%), the outcome of the preceding trial 32 (retrospective encoding, 5-10%), and/or the time since a trial was last performed (10-20%). An 33 anatomical analysis of the recording sites found that cells that were sensitive to choice, temporal, and 34 outcome information were commingled within the middle layers of the mPFC. Together, our results 35 suggest that spatial processing is only part of what drives mPFC neurons to become active during spatial 36 working memory tasks. We propose that the primary role of mPFC in these tasks is to monitor 37 behavioral performance by encoding information about recent trial outcomes to guide expectations and 38 responses on the current trial. By encoding these variables, the mPFC is able to exert control over action 39 and ensure that tasks are performed effectively and efficiently. 40 41 Keywords: executive function, working memory, error processing, reward, persistent activity 42
INTRODUCTION 43
The goal of this study was to understand the role of prefrontal regions of the rodent cerebral 44 cortex in the performance of spatial delayed alternation (DA) tasks. DA tasks are simple tests of spatial 45 working memory function in which the subject is rewarded for responding at alternating locations 46 following a delay period (e.g., Mishkin and Pribaum, 1955) . Damage in dorsal parts of the prefrontal 47 cortex of primates produces lasting impairments in spatial DA (e.g., Goldman et al., 1971) . Neurons in 48 these cortical regions are thought to maintain information about the spatial choice over delay periods 49 based on persistent and spatially selective spike activity (Fuster and Alexander, 1971; Kubota and Niki, 50 1971 ). Rodents do not have dorsal (granular) prefrontal regions, but do have medial prefrontal regions 51 (mPFC) that may be homologous to cingulate and ventromedial prefrontal regions in primates (Laubach, 52 2011) . Lesions in the mPFC of primates have produced mixed results in spatial DA tasks. Some studies 53 have reported impairments (Pribram et al., 1962) , while others have reported only transient or variable 54 effects (Pribram and Fulton, 1954; Murray et al., 1989; Rushworth et al., 2003) . In rodents, damage in 55 the mPFC, especially in the prelimbic area, impairs spatial DA performance in the T-maze (Brito et al., 56 1982) and operant spatial DA tasks (van Haaren et al., 1988; Dunnett et al., 1999) . These effects tend to 57 be transient in nature (e.g. Brito et al., 1982; Delatour and Gisquet-Verrier, 2001 ) and may be due to 58 reductions in spontaneous alternation (Delatour and Gisquet-Verrier, 1996) . Interestingly, lesions of 59 mPFC do not consistently impair performance in another test of spatial working memory, the radial arm 60 maze (Delatour and Gisquet-Verrier, 1996; Ragozzino et al., 1998; Gisquet-Verrier and Delatour, 2006) . 61
Data from primate mPFC, including from studies of human subjects, suggest that this region is involved 62 in conflict monitoring and action selection (reviewed in Seamans et al., 2008) . Therefore, a plausible 63 theory of rodent mPFC function is not that it is involved in spatial working memory per se, but that it has 64 a role in performance monitoring or "working-with-memory" to optimize behavioral responding 65 (Moscovitch and Winocur, 1992) . 66
The idea of "working-with-memory" fits well with modern views on the functional significance 67 of the mPFC in cognitive and motivational control (e.g., see Rushworth et al., 2011 for review) . A deficit 68 in action and/or outcome monitoring following damage in the mPFC would lead to erratic performance 69 of the spatial DA task. A lapse of control over performance, even with an intact spatial memory system, 70 would lead to an increased frequency of errors. Only a few studies that have used spatial DA-style 71 designs have examined any non-spatial effects of mPFC lesions or inactivations. Dunnett et al. (1999) 72 reported that lesions of mPFC do not lead to perseverative responding (i.e., repeated responding at an 73 incorrect location), and this result was recently confirmed in a reversible inactivation study by Horst and 74 Laubach (2009) . In that study, we also noted that errors were associated with longer and more variable 75 inter-trial intervals and that inactivation of mPFC increased temporal variability prior to correct 76 responding. Control of response timing is a key non-spatial factor for spatial DA performance, as a 77 prompt response (e.g., rapid travel to the required location at the end of the delay period) would 78 minimize demands on working memory. 79
Neuronal recording studies have, unfortunately, not helped resolve the role of mPFC in spatial 80 DA performance. We are not aware of any recordings in the mPFC of primates performing spatial DA 81 tasks. Similar to the lesion literature reviewed above, recording studies in rodents have resulted in a 82 mixed set of findings. Batuev et al. (1990) claimed to find neurons that fired persistently in a choice 83 sensitive fashion over the delay period in a maze-based DA task, but they did not control, or even 84 monitor, the animals' behavior in the start box during the delay period. Jung et al. (1998) used several 85 maze-based DA designs and found that few, if any, mPFC neurons showed choice sensitive persistent 86 activity during the delay period. Finally, Baeg et al. (2003) used maze-based tasks and reported that 87 simultaneous recordings of groups of neurons could be used to predict the spatial location of the 88 delayed response. As in the Jung study, few neurons were both choice sensitive and persistently active 89
Self-paced spatial delayed alternation. Five rats were trained to alternate between spatial 135 choices at their own pace, using methods described in Horst and Laubach (2009) . Rats were trained first 136 to collect water from the reward spout at periodic intervals (every 5-20 sec). Next, they were required to 137 make head entries into either choice port to trigger reward. In the final stage, rats were required to 138 alternate their choices between left and right ports in order to receive reward. An example of a 139 successful alternation trial is shown in Figure 1A . In this case, the rat has just made a correct response in 140 the right choice port (left panel) and must traverse the chamber to collect reward (middle panel), which 141 is delivered in a pulsatile fashion (six 0.25 sec pulses, separated by 0.50 sec pauses) to encourage the rat 142 to remain in this position over a short delay. Once contact with the spout is made, the rat is free to 143 make the next spatial choice (right panel). A response in the opposite choice port (in this case, the left 144 port) is rewarded. If the same port is chosen on consecutive trials, it is scored as an error; the lights in 145 the chamber extinguish, and the rat must make contact with the reward spout before making the next 146 choice, although no reward is delivered. After an error, the target location for the correct choice is 147 always in the choice port opposite to the one chosen erroneously. 148
Modified spatial delayed alternation task with controlled delays. Four rats were trained in a 149 modified version of the spatial DA procedure that permitted experimenter control over delays by 150 requiring rats to press a lever on a variable interval schedule between spatial choices, similar to the 151 paradigm used in Caetano et al. (2012) . Rats were first trained to press a lever below the reward spout 152 to trigger reward delivery. In the next phase of training, a single lever press initiated the choice phase, in 153 which a head entry into either choice port resulted in availability of fluid at the reward spout. A light 154 above the choice ports illuminated during the choice phase (the "Go" stimulus), and a light above the 155 lever illuminated during the reward/delay phase (the 'Collect' stimulus). Rats were then trained to 156 alternate spatial choices. Once rats were alternating well (>65% correct), they were required across 157 separate sessions to press the lever on successively increasing fixed ratio schedules (FR1, 2, 4, 8) to 158 initiate the choice phase. In this phase of training, rats learned to stay at the lever until a press triggered 159 the Go stimulus. 160
Fully trained rats had to press the lever on a variable interval schedule (0, 5, 10, 15, 20 sec 161 delays, pseudo-randomly interleaved) between spatial choices. The first press occurring after the 162 assigned delay initiated the choice phase ( Figure 1B , darkest tick below delay for the 'Controlled' task). 163
Successive choices in the same location were scored as errors. The choice phase was reset via lever 164 pressing on the 0-20 sec variable interval schedule, and trial correction proceeded as in the self-paced 165 version of the task. 166
167

Surgeries 168
Rats were trained until they performed the task with accuracy greater than 75% correct. They 169 were then given one week of full access to water and implanted with microwire arrays into mPFC. After 170 initial anesthesia with ~4% halothane, intraperitoneal injections of ketamine (80-100 mg/kg) and 171 diazepam (8-10 mg/kg), or ketamine and xylazine (10 mg/kg) were administered. Supplements (1/3 of 172 the initial dose) of the two drugs administered in the procedure were given approximately every 60 173 minutes. Using standard methods, arrays of microwire electrodes were placed in mPFC using a 174 craniotomy that was centered at 3.2 mm rostral to bregma and ±1.4 mm lateral to bregma. The arrays 175 were placed to avoid major vessels within the craniotomy and were lowered to a depth of 2.8 to 3.6 mm 176 at an angle of 12 degrees from the midline. Eight rats were implanted with fixed arrays made using 50 177 μm stainless steel wire, which had in vitro impedance between 200-300 kΩ, arranged in a 2x8 178 configuration with approximately 200 μm between electrodes (NB Labs). One rat (trained to perform the 179 self-paced version of the spatial DA task) was implanted with a drivable array of microelectrodes (1x8 180 configuration, CD Neural Technologies), placed at the following coordinates: AP: +3.2, ML: +1.4, DV: -2.8 181 mm at 12° from the midline. The microdrive was lowered in steps of 0.05 mm every day throughout the 182 period of the recordings (45 days). 183
Of the five rats trained in the self-paced version of the task, one became ill and a second did not 184 complete any trials after microelectrode implantation. Two of the rats trained in the controlled version 185 of the task did not have clear single unit activity. Data from these four rats were excluded from all 186 aspects of the study. 187
188
Electrophysiological recordings 189
One week after surgery, neuronal recordings were made during behavioral sessions using a 190 multi-electrode recording system (Plexon). Single units were identified on-line using an oscilloscope and 191 audio monitor and off-line using the Plexon off-line sorter. Online sorting was done with the "boxes" 
Histological procedures 199
Once experiments were complete, rats were anesthetized with 100 mg/kg sodium pentobarbital 200 and transcardially perfused with 10% formalin. Brains were sectioned horizontally on a freezing 201 microtome, mounted on subbed slides, and stained for Nissl with Thionin. Histological examination of 202 electrode tracts showed that recording sites were located in the mPFC of all rats (see Figure 2) . 
Behavioral analyses 212
Data were averaged across sessions for each subject prior to statistical comparisons. 213
Comparisons were made between variables using t-tests for independent or paired samples, as 214 appropriate. For both versions of the spatial DA task, performance was assessed in terms of accuracy 215 (number of correct trials / total number of trials) and the median length of inter-response intervals (IRIs) 216 preceding correct vs. error responses. To determine whether the length of time between successive 217 choices, i.e., the delay, affects performance in the self-paced version of the task, accuracy was assessed 218 for each IRI quartile. For the controlled delays version of the task, accuracy was assessed for each of the 219 assigned delays (0-20 sec). Comparisons were also made between median IRI lengths preceding correct 220 vs. error responses in both task versions. Finally, to assess whether there were gross differences in 221 movements depending on the spatial choice made, comparisons between the movement times ('Go to 222 NP' in Figure 1B ) were made for left vs. right choices. To visualize differences in performance across rats, 223 data are presented as bar plots with individual rats represented as symbols ( Figure 1C-D) . Only rats that 224
were subsequently assessed for neuronal responses (i.e., those with clear single unit activity and 225 sufficient behavioral data during recording sessions) were included in these analyses. 226 227 228
Assessment of neuronal sensitivity to behavioral events 229
Neuronal firing patterns around the primary behavioral events in the task (choice port entry and 230 reward collection) were compared between self-paced (N=91 neurons) and controlled (N=92 neurons) 231 versions of the spatial DA task to evaluate whether subsequent analyses could be carried out on the 232 combined data set. The average firing rate and 95% confidence intervals (using bootci.m in Matlab) 233 were calculated and plotted over a 10 sec window centered on the event of interest. Deviations from 234 the overall mean firing rate around the event of interest suggest that the population is generally 235 modulated around the event. Divergence vs. overlap of the confidence bands can be used to assess 236 differences and similarities between the firing patterns observed in the two task variations. 237
Non-parametric rank-sum and rank-correlation tests were used to assess the identity and 238 fraction of neurons that were sensitive to various aspects of DA performance, including the animal's 239 current choice (left vs. right port), the outcome of the current trial (correct vs. error), the outcome of 240 the previous trial, and the (log transformed) time since the last response was made. A neuron was 241 included in the analysis if its mean firing rate was greater than 0.1Hz (>98% of neurons) and if the rat 242 performed the task with an accuracy greater than 75% correct and had more than 10 errors in that 243 session. This minimum error requirement was needed to explore outcome-related differences in firing 244 rates. The analysis was done around either the time of choice port entry or around the time of reward 245 collection using a sliding window of 1 sec, in steps of 0.1 sec. Neurons were considered sensitive to 246 differences in performance if p<0.05 (with Bonferroni correction for 4 behavioral variables, p<0.0125) by 247 a ranksum test (effects of spatial choice and current and past behavioral outcomes) or a rank correlation 248 test (effects of time since the last trial was performed). 249
The fraction of sensitive neurons was then assessed in each of the 0. used to assess the potential for neurons to encode multiple task variables. The analysis was performed 255 using results from the non-parametric analyses described above in three of the 1 sec data windows (-1 256 to 0 sec, -0.5 to 0.5 sec, and 0 to 1 sec). A criterion of p<0.0125 (Bonferroni correction, p<0.05/4) was 257 used. Chi-square tests (proportions tests) were applied to assess relative fractions of cells that were 258 sensitive to each behavioral variable or conjunction of variables. 259
To examine firing patterns associated with choice, outcome, prior outcome and pace, we used 260 the Matlab function imagesc to make time-sorted firing-rate difference plots. We plotted the 261 normalized differences in spike counts for left vs. right choices (Choice), correct vs. erroneous responses 262 on the current (Outcome) or preceding trial (Prior), and trials in the upper and lower quartiles for pace 263 defined by the IRIs (Pace). Neurons were sorted based on the time of the maximum difference in spike 264 counts (normalized to have a maximum value of 1). 265
To examine whether neurons fired more around correct vs. incorrect choices, a preference score 266 was calculated by taking the absolute difference in median spike counts from trials with correct vs. 267 incorrect responses during the 1 sec window prior to the choice. The raw preference score was 268 calculated for each neuron as PS raw = median(SC C ) -median(SC E ), using Matlab notation. The normalized 269 preference score was calculated for each neuron as PS norm = (median(SC C ) -median(SC E )) / (median(SC C ) 270 + median(SC E )). We examined the distribution of the preference scores using histograms and defined 271 outcome-sensitive neurons as those with preference scores greater than the median(abs(PS raw/norm )). The 272 preference scores were useful for assessing the fractions of neurons that fired more to prior to errors 273 compared to prior to correct responses (i.e. neurons below the median score fired more on error trials. 274
Fractions of these preference scores were compared for correct-preferring and error-preferring neurons 275 using a proportions test. 276
To examine if outcome-preceding activity reflected differences in left and right choices in the 277 task, we used the same metric, defined for the difference in median spikes counts on trials with correct 278 left and right choices: PS norm = (median(SC L ) -median(SC R )) / (median(SC L ) + median(SC R )). We plotted 279 histograms of the distributions of this metric and compared the distributions of outcome-sensitive and 280 outcome-insensitive neurons using the Kolmogorov-Smirnov test. 281
282
RESULTS
283
Spatial alternation performance diminished as a function of increasing delay 284
Rats performed the spatial DA task with high levels of accuracy and tended to perform less 285 accurately as the time between responses increased, a hallmark of tasks that depend upon working 286 memory processing. Accuracy in the self-paced version of the task was significantly less at the longest 287
IRIs (fourth quartile = 80.2±1.43%), compared to all other IRIs (quartiles 1-3 = 88.9±1.76%; t-test of 288 paired samples, t=-16.8, p=0.004). There was a trend toward less accurate performance at the longest 289 assigned delays (15 and 20 sec = 62.4±4.67%), compared to the shortest ones (0 and 5 sec = 91.2±1.29%) 290 in the task version with controlled delays (t-test of paired samples, t=8.51, p=0.07). Accuracy data are 291 presented in Figure 1C . In the self-paced version, correct trials were preceded by shorter IRIs compared 292 to errors (27.5±1.44 sec < 30.0±1.45 sec; t-test of paired samples, t=-113.5, p<0.001; Figure 1D ). There 293 were no differences in IRIs preceding correct vs. error responses at any of the temporally controlled 294 delays ( Figure 1D ), reflecting the fact that the length of the assigned delay was the dominant factor 295 determining the IRI in this version of the task. These behavioral data indicate a potential role for spatial 296 working memory in the performance of our behavioral procedures and allowed us to examine neuronal 297 activity in mPFC to look for evidence of encoding of the spatial choice, especially during the delay 298 period. 299
To assess behavioral differences as a potential source of variability in neuronal response 300 patterns, we also compared performance across task variations and analyzed movement time preceding 301 left vs. right choices. Accuracy and length of IRIs before correct or error responses did not differ 302 between versions of the spatial DA task. There were no differences in the latency to cross the chamber 303 during the choice phase in either task version, and choice latency did not depend on the location of the 304 response. Thus, it appears that, in general, the animals perform the two variations of the spatial DA task 305 in a similar fashion. 306
Anatomical distribution of recording sites 308
Most recordings in this study were made in the prelimbic area, PrL (a.k.a. Cg3). Some neurons 309 were recorded in the frontal association area, FrA (a.k.a., medial agranular cortex). A few neurons were 310 recorded in the more posterior Cg2 region. Recording sites spanned across the superficial and deep 311 layers of the cortex. Recordings from the rat implanted with a microdrivable array of electrodes were all 312 in superficial layers of PrL. Approximate locations of electrode tips are shown in Figure 2A . Figures Figures 3B and D to put the population averages into a behavioral context). In fact, the overall pattern of 321 firing was similar in animals trained in the self-paced (N=3) and controlled (N=2) versions of the task, 322 with the exception that neurons from the controlled version showed stronger modulation 1-2 sec before 323 the choice ( Figure 3A) . This was likely due to the salience of the Go stimulus in those animals, which was 324 presented around that time. The controlled delays rats were trained to lever press until the Go stimulus 325 was presented and this stimulus is known to be associated with changes in firing rates in the mPFC in 326 this type of task (e.g., Caetano et al., 2012) . Such differences in activity would not be expected to be 327 differentially affected by choice, outcome, or pace. The overall pattern of firing was nearly identical for 328 the two versions of the task around the times of the choice and the reward ( Figure 3C ). The only 329 difference between the two task variations was that neurons were more sharply modulated at the end 330 of the delay period in the controlled variation, due to the visual stimulus which served to trigger rapid 331 approaches to the choice ports. Given the overall similarity among neuronal activity in the two task 332 variations, data from all animals in the study were combined for the analyses reported below. 333
334
Neurons in medial prefrontal cortex encode choice, outcome, and temporal information 335
Neurons exhibiting choice-related activity were found around the time of choice port entry 336 ( Figure 4A ) and near the time of the first lick ( Figure 4D) . A large fraction of neurons (>20%) in rat mPFC 337 were sensitive to choice (left vs. right) as rats entered and then departed from the choice ports (Figure 338 shown in Figure 5A (Effect of outcome, neurons 1-2). To examine if the error trials reflected a 349 "miscoding" of the forthcoming choice, we plotted the spike activity of these neurons for correct trials 350 only and sorted the trials by the location of the choice (left or right; Figure 5A : Effect of choice, neurons 351 1-2). Both neurons fired at low, equivalent rates during entries into the two ports, indicating that the 352 differences in encoding prior to an error vs. a correct response were not the consequence of a 353 miscoding of choice. 354
The fraction of outcome-sensitive neurons increased substantially after the choice was made 355 and feedback (e.g., change in illumination) was given ( Figure 5C , after 0 sec), reflecting retrospective 356 encoding of outcome. Examples of neurons retrospectively encoding trial outcome are shown in Figure  357 5B (neurons 3-4). None of these outcome-sensitive neurons fired at distinct rates throughout the period 358 of the choice based on the outcome of the trial, neither before nor after the choice ( Figure 5D) . 359
Approximately 20% of neurons were differentially modulated by outcome throughout the period 360 surrounding reward collection ( Figure 5E ). While most neurons fired selectively after correct and 361 incorrect responses for no more than 1 sec, some neurons did fire persistently during this period of the 362 task ( Figure 5F , arrowheads near 60 and 140 on the y-axis denote persistently firing neurons). More 363 neurons in the population fired at a higher rate prior to errors vs. correct responses ( A similar metric (defined in the Methods section) was used to examine preferences for left and 372 right choices by the outcome-sensitive and outcome-insensitive neurons, as defined by the preference 373 score metric shown in Figure 5G . The distributions of these preference scores are shown Figure 5I . Some 374 outcome-sensitive neurons fired at distinct rates before left and right choices. Others, such as the two 375 neurons shown in Figure 5A , fired at equivalent rates prior to the choice. Overall, there was no 376 difference in the preference scores for choice from the subpopulations of outcome-sensitive and 377 outcome-insensitive neurons (Kolmogorov-Smirnov test statistic: 0.0778, p>0.9). 378
Remarkably, there were neurons present in mPFC which fired differentially depending on the 379 outcome of the previous trial. That is, neuronal firing around the time of choice ( Figure 6A ) or reward 380 collection ( Figure 6D ) reflected whether the previous trial had been correct or incorrect, regardless of 381 the current response. A small but significant fraction of the neuronal population (~10-20% of all 382 recorded neurons) fired in this manner. Several neurons ( Figure 6A and those denoted by arrows in 383 Figure 6C ) fired persistently at distinct rates during the time of the choice following the encoded 384 outcome. Most, however, fired briefly, with outcome-dependent firing occurring sequentially across 385 multiple neurons around both the choice and reward collection ( Figure 6C, F) . 386
As can be seen in Figure 1D , inter-response intervals varied across trials either due to variation 387 in the rat's self-determined pace, or because of the constraints on responding built into the controlled 388 version of the task. Interestingly, there were a number of neurons with firing rates that reflected the 389 time that had passed since the previous choice (see examples around choice port entry and reward 390 collection in Figures 7A and 7D, respectively) . Such neurons comprised a small but significant portion of 391 the total neuronal population ( Figure 7B , E), with differences in firing appearing in sequential neurons 392 during the course of the trial ( Figure 7C, F) . 393 394 Choice, outcome, and temporal information are segregated over neurons and phases of the task 395 A conjunction analysis was used to summarize the fractions of cells that were sensitive to 396 choice, outcome and temporal information within and between each phase in the task (response and 397 reward ports) and to examine whether neurons encoded information about single or multiple 398 behavioral variables. We chose to compare neuronal selectivity in two clearly defined task epochs, 1) 399 during three 1-sec windows preceding, encompassing, and following entry into the choice ports and 2) 400 during the start of reward consumption ( Figure 8C ). These task epochs showed nearly identical 401 population activity in animals tested in the self-paced and controlled delay variations of the task (Figure  402 3). Over all conjunctions of events, more neurons were sensitive to the individual task variables 403 compared to those that were sensitive to conjunctions of the variables (Chi-square test, p<0.01). The 404 only conjunction that was above the fraction expected by chance (i.e., product of fractions of Choice and 405
Outcome neurons) was the 14.75% of cells that were jointly sensitive to Choice and Outcome during the 406 choice phase of the task (gray asterisk in lower left plot in Figure 8D) . Notably, the fraction of neurons 407 that were sensitive to Choice was significantly less when rats arrived at the reward port and consumed 408 fluid compared to when rats responded at the choice ports and traveled to the reward port (Chi-square 409 test, p<0.01, blue asterisks in middle and lower plots in Figure 8E) . 410
411
Spatial convergence of choice-, outcome-, and pace-related information within medial prefrontal cortex 412
Despite the functional segregation of choice and outcome encoding at the level of single neuron 413 activity, an anatomical mapping of neurons revealed a spatial convergence of choice-, outcome-, and 414 pace-related information within mPFC. This mapping was possible due to our use of microwire arrays 415 and our approach to histological processing. We cut brains in horizontal sections and this allowed for 416 precisely localizing electrode tips by following electrode tracts to their terminations. A summary of all 417 recording sites is shown in Figure 2A . A summary of sites that contained neurons that were sensitive to 418 one or more task variables during each epoch are shown in Figure 9 . Some sites (electrodes) allowed for 419 recording more than one neuron. 420
The goal of this study was to examine both spatial and non-spatial aspects of mPFC neuronal 424 activity during performance of a spatial DA task that depends on mPFC function (Horst and Laubach, 425 2009 ). Recordings in mPFC during task performance found many neurons that fired at distinct rates as a 426 function of the spatial location of responding, the outcome of responding (correct or incorrect) on the 427 current and previous trials, and the time since the last response (based on the IRI). Sensitivity of firing 428 rates to the spatial choice was maximal at the time of the delayed response (Figure 4 ) and outcome 429 sensitivity was maximal after sensory feedback about the choice was delivered and at the time of 430 reward consumption ( Figure 5 ). Outcome-related activity was found both before and after feedback 431 about success was given, a finding that is suggestive of a prospective encoding of outcome by mPFC 432 (Figure 5 ), and more neurons showed an increase in firing when an error was committed compared to a 433 correct choice ( Figure 5 ). Neurons also displayed the ability to maintain outcome-related information 434 between trials ( Figure 6 ) and could encode behavioral pace (Figure 7) . Choice, outcome, or temporal 435 sensitivities were segregated over neurons, as few cells encoded multiple aspects of the task (Figure 8) . 436
Anatomical reconstructions of the electrode recording sites showed that neurons with distinct 437 behavioral sensitivities could be recorded from the same electrodes and were distributed broadly and 438 across layers within mPFC (Figure 9 ). These findings suggest that spatial and non-spatial information is 439 encoded by spatially and temporally distributed patterns of neuronal ensemble activity. 440
441
Spatial encoding by medial prefrontal cortex 442
Our recordings support other studies (Jung et al., 1998; Pratt and Mizumori, 2001; Chang et al., 443 2002; Baeg et al., 2003) that did not find neurons in mPFC that fired persistently in a spatially selective 444 manner during the delay period. By constraining the posture and spatial position of the rats, requiring 445 them to remain within a narrow gap during the delay period, we were able to reduce the potential for 446 behavioral variability associated with differences in posture or position on left and right choice trials. 447
Many neurons (>30% of the population) encoded information about the spatial choice when animals 448 responded at distinct spatial locations at the end of the delay period ( Figure 4B ). However, many fewer 449 neurons (~5% of the population) encoded spatial information during the delay period ( Figure 4E , after 0 450 sec). These findings support the view that mPFC is "not involved in the temporary on-line storage but 451 rather in the control of information required to prospectively organize the ongoing action" (Gisquet-452
Verrier and Delatour, 2006). 453
A key finding was based on measuring differences in mean firing rates on left and right choice 454 trials, sorting neurons by their peak differences in choice sensitive firing rates, and plotting the 455 differences in activity over the neuronal population ( Figure 4C 
Non-spatial encoding by medial prefrontal cortex 463
Non-spatial processing was the dominant factor influencing the activity of mPFC neurons during 464 delayed alternation. Similar to a recent study by Hyman and colleagues (2012), trial outcomes had a 465 major effect on mPFC activity. Reward feedback was encoded by up to 40% of the population ( Figure 5) . 466
Prospective outcome-related activity was also commonly observed and comprised 10-20% of the 467 population. Such neurons fired at distinct rates before rats made errors in the DA task ( Figure 5A A second novel finding with regard to non-spatial processing in mPFC is based on a sub-478 population of neurons (<20%) that showed variability in firing rates associated with the time since the 479 last trial, a measure that we describe as "pace" (Figure 7 ). These cells were distinct from the sub-480 populations that encoded choice-and outcome-related information, as few pace-related neurons (<5%) 481 were sensitive to these other variables ( Figure 8D,E) . As pace-sensitive neurons accounted for temporal 482 variability in task performance, they might have a role in the maintenance of working memory or could 483 reflect changes in motivation over the duration of the trials. In a related reversible inactivation study 484 (Horst and Laubach, 2009), we found that behavioral variability was altered following infusions of 485 muscimol into mPFC, but not into orbital and insular areas in the lateral frontal cortex. Previous lesion 486 studies in monkeys (Thaler et al., 1995; Chen et al., 1995) and stroke studies in human beings (Stuss et 487 al., 2003) have also reported changes in temporal variability following impairments of mPFC function. To 488 our knowledge, the present study is the first to report pace-related encoding in mPFC during delayed 489 response performance. 490
491
Functional significance of spatial and non-spatial processing by mPFC 492
Our recordings revealed that both spatial (Figure 4 ) and non-spatial (Figures 5-7) factors were 493 associated with selective firing by neurons in the mPFC. Non-spatial factors included current and prior 494 behavioral outcomes (Figures 5-6 ) and the time elapsed since the last trial was performed (Figure 7) . 495
Most neurons that encoded these variables did so in an independent manner (Figure 8 ). The only 496 conjunction of responses that was more common than expected by chance was the combination of 497 choice-and outcome-related firing immediately following the time of the choice ( Figure 8D ), presumably 498 reflecting encoding of the current spatial choice with the sensory feedback about the outcome. Despite 499 the functional segregation of neuronal response types in the mPFC, neurons with different response 500 selectivity were located near one another and sometimes on the same electrode ( Figure 9 ). That is, 501
there was a segregation of behavioral encoding by single mPFC neurons and an anatomical commingling 502 of neurons with unique behavioral sensitivities in the mPFC. Together, these results suggest that there 503 are multiple overlapping signals encoded by the mPFC, with the majority of neurons tracking the 504 animal's success in performing the task. We therefore propose that the role of mPFC in delayed 505 response tasks is to monitor behavioral performance based on information about the current state of 506 action (including information about the animal's location in space) and the current and prior behavioral 507 outcome (success vs. failure). By encoding these variables, the mPFC is able to ensure that the task is 508 performed effectively (minimizing mistakes and maximizing rewards) and efficiently (minimizing 509 demands on memory encoding and retrieval by monitoring and controlling the pace of task 510 performance). 511
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Trevor Bekolay, Marcelo Caetano, and Hannah Clarke for helpful comments on this manuscript. NKH is 516 currently at University of Cambridge, Cambridge, United Kingdom. 517 sequence of primary events. In the 'Choice' phase, the rat selects the right nosepoke port, then 609 traverses the chamber to collect reward. Reward collection starts the delay period. At the end of the 610 delay, the rat crosses back to the other side of the chamber to the alternate (left) choice port for 611 another correct response. (B) Detailed sequence of events in the self-paced and controlled versions of 612 the spatial DA task. In the self-paced version (above), after correctly responding in the choice port, the 613 rat licks the reward spout, which triggers pulsed delivery of fluid (six 0.25 sec pulses of water, separated 614 by 0.50 sec pauses). The rat is then free to make the next spatial choice. Choosing the opposite choice 615 port results in another reward. In the controlled version (bottom), the rat makes a choice, then travels 616 to the reward spout. In addition to collecting reward during the ensuing delay, the rat must also press a 617 lever on a variable interval schedule (0, 5, 10, 15, or 20 seconds, randomly interleaved) to initiate the 618 next choice period. Selection of the opposite choice port is rewarded. In either task variation, selection 619 of the same choice port in consecutive trials is scored as an error and no reward is delivered. After an 620 error, rats must initiate the next trial by contacting the reward spout (self-paced) or pressing the lever 621 on a variable interval schedule (controlled). The trial following an error is a correction trial, in which rats 622 must select the choice port that would have been correct. (C) Performance accuracy of rats in the self-623 paced (left, n=3, rats that performed post-operatively) and controlled (right, n=2 rats with isolated single 624 units only) versions of the spatial DA task with symbols denoting individual subjects. For the self-paced 625 version, accuracy is presented by IRI quartile (Q1, Q2, Q3, Q4). For the controlled version, accuracy is 626 presented by assigned delay (0, 5, 10, 15, 20 sec). * = p<0.01 for shortest 3 vs. longest quartile of IRIs in 627 the self-paced version. # = p=0.07 for shortest 2 vs. longest 2 assigned delays in the controlled version. neurons that fired at distinct rates at the choice ports on trials with correct and incorrect responding. 668
Spike activity is shown for two simultaneously recorded neurons. In the plots on the left, trials were 669 scored as correct or incorrect independent of the location of the choice. Neuron 1 fired persistently at a 670 higher rate during the period before incorrect entries into the choice ports compared to correct port 671 entries. Neuron 2 fired at a higher rate immediately prior to the incorrect port entries and also fired 672 irregularly after the outcome was revealed, during the period when the rat traveled to the reward port. 673
To examine if the error trials reflected a "miscoding" of the forthcoming choice, we plotted the spike 674 activity for correct trials only and sorted the trials by the location of the choice (left or right). Both 675 neurons fired at low, equivalent rates during entries into the two ports and provide evidence that 676 neurons in the mPFC can prospectively encode trial outcomes prior to the rat's choice. with correct and incorrect responses. As in Figure 4C , none of the neurons fired at distinct rates 684 throughout the period of the choice based on the outcome of the trial, neither before nor after the 685 choice. Many neurons showed differences in spike counts immediately after feedback was given (0.1-686 0.5s after port entry). (E) The fraction of neurons that was sensitive to the trial outcome when rats 687 entered the reward port. About 20% of neurons were sensitive to outcome throughout this period. 
